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CARTER WEBER 740 CARBURETOR
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DESCRIPTION
The 740 is a staged dual carburetor approximately
122MM (4 3/4 inches) in height and weighing 3.1 Kg (6
pounds 12 ounces).
It is of two piece construction as the main body and
; flange is cast as one unit. Both the main body and bowl
,cover are of die-cast, zinc alloy construction.
SOME OF THE DESIGN FEATURES ARE:
o Metric threads.
o Air bled design.
o Two-way, solenoid controlled bowl vent.
o E:lectric choke.
o Diaphragm type accelerating pump with two-stage roller
cam drive.
o Diaphragm type power enrichment system.
o Anti-dieseling,solenoid controlled cut-off valve.
o Brass throttle valves.
o Cadmium plated steel choke valve.
o Steel throttle and choke shaft.
o Tefton bushings are used at the throttle shaft journals.

• Nylon bushings are used at the choke shaft journals.
• All main jets, idle jets and air bleeds are of brass, screw
in type.
• Primary and secondary idle and main metering systems •
can be removed without disassembling or removing
carburetor frpm the engine.
• Ported canister purge.
• Fixed spark and EGR ports.
• Provision for venturi EGR control.
• Provision for feed-back system or automatic altitude
compensation (primary idle. main high speed circuit and
secondary high speed circuit).
• Venturi Size: 22MM (.858 inches) primary.
22MM (.858 inches) secondary.
o Throttle Bore: 32MM (1.248 inches) primary.
32MM (1.248 inches) secondary.
o Air Flow: 163 CFM ((0; 2" Hg) wet.
The staged dual caburetor supplies fuel from the pri
mary side only during low and cruising speeds. The high '
air velocity through the single bore improves fuel distribution, reduces emissions and improves throttle re
sponse. The secondary throttle valve starts to open when
the primary throttle valve reaches an opening of ap
proximately 45 degrees.
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FLOAT CIRCUIT

SECONDARY IDLE CIRCUIT

Maintains proper fuel level in the fuel bowl to supply the
low speed circuit, high speed and pump circuit.

Supplies additional fuel as the secondary throttle valves
open.

PRIMARY IDLE CIRCUIT
An adjustable circuit to supply the proper quantity and
air/fuel ratio for idle and off-idle driving.

PRIMARY HIGH SPEED CIRCUIT
Supplies proper quantity and correct air/fuel ratio from
off-idle thru cruising speeds.

PUMP CIRCUIT

SECONDARY HIGH SPEED CIRCUIT
When the secondary throttle valve is sufficiently open,
the secondary idle circuit diminishes delivering fuel and
the main secondary high speed circuit is in operation.

CHOKE CIRCUIT
Provides fuel enrichment for cold engine starting and .
engine warm-up.

Supplies additional fuel for acceleration.

Needle and
Seat

FLOAT CIRCUIT

CIRCUITS
FLOAT CIRCUIT
The float circ it consists of the bowl for the gasoline, a
float to control the fuel level, a needle and seat assembly
to control fuel flow, a bowl cover and gasket to seal the
bowl and a bowl vent to provide the proper pressure in the
bowl.
The fuel flows past the needle into the fuel bowl. As the
fuel rises to a pre-determined level, the buoyant action of
the float seats the needle, shutting off the fuel. As engine
. requirements lower the level, the float drops in proportion
allowing the needle to unseat and meter the correct
amount of fuel to maintain the preset level. -The needle is
tapered to meter fuel into the bowl in the same proportion
as being used by the engine.

FLOAT
A pontoon type, nitrophyl float is used along with a
spring loaded intake needle to give better control of fuel
level, especially in rough terrian driving or vibrating
conditions.
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In servicing the carburetor, it is important to service the
lip of the float which must be smooth for. proper action and
fuel level control. A small groove or indentation will prob
ably be found on the lip from contacting the needle. Use a
strip of emery cloth about W' wide and hold the abrasive
side to the float lip. Place thumb on the cloth where it
passes over the lip, and while pressing With the thumb,
pull the emery cloth through until a new contact surface on
the float lip is attained.
The intake needle, seat and float assembly should be
inspected for wear. The carburetor bowl should be clean
and free from· dirt, gum or other foreign matter.
Anytime the bowl cover is removed a new gasket
should be used and the cover screws properly torqued. A
leak at the bowl cover would increase the pressure in the
bowl resulting in a rich condition and mileage complaint.
Anti-wicking type gaskets are used to prevent evapor
ative emissions.

FLOAT DROP
Float drop adjustment is made by holding the bowl
cover upright, floats hanging downward, and measuring
from the bottom of the float to the bowl cover. Adjust by
bending the tab located on the float arm contacting the
needle seat. Too much float drop allows the needle to
drop too far from the needle seat which may cause the
needle to "cock or bind" preventing float retum to its
proper level. This results in flooding as the float cannot
seat the needle.

Solenoid-~

VENT SOLENOID
Venting of the fuel bowl is an important part of the
carburetor. Air must enter or leave the bowl every time the
level of fuel changes in the bowl. The float bowl has a dual
venting system controlled by a solenoid.

•

. FLOAT SETTING
Setting the float to specifications assures an adequate
supply of fuel in the bowl for all operating conditions.
Float adjustments must be made with the bowl cover
held inverted, with the free weight of the float resting on
the intake needle. An incorrect float setting will result if the
float is depressed when gauging the float setting. The float
is adjusted by bending the float arm.
, Float adjustment for proper fuel level in the bowl is
Important. Low or high float setting affects the transfer
P?lnt, (transfer from low speed circuit to the high speed
CircUit as the throttle is opened).
A hig~ float setting can result in flooding, while a low
float setting could IJause a hesitation in a turn should the
jet become uncovered.
.

•
--Solenoid

CUT-AWAY VIEW
When the ignition is on, the bowl is vented internally to
the air cleaner. This balances the bowl with carburetor
inlet air. When the ignition is off, the solenoid is de
4

energized closing the internal bowl vent and opening the
bowl vent to the canister. Vapors are stored in the canister
and retrieved when the engine is started again.
If the solenoid should fail it would seriously affect car
buretion. The inside vent would remain closed. Venting
would then be thru the charcoal canister. This would
change the pressure in the bowl as canister pressure and
air horn pressure are not the same. A change in bowl
pressure changes the air/fuel ratio.

Filter

: ~;:
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VAPOR RETURN
All models use a vapor return line from the carburetor
inlet to the fuel tank. This improves vapor handling charac
teristics and also assists in hot engine starts as it prevents
pressure build up between the fuel pump and carburetor
as a result of high underhood temperatures.

CHECK VALVE
A one way spring loaded check ball is located in the
vapor return fitting. This serves as a roll over control valve
and also prevents air. from the fuel tank entering the
carburetor.

Idle Air
Bleed

Anti-Diesling
Solenoid

\~
Idle Mixture
Adjusting
Screw

LOW SPEED CIRCUIT

LOW SPEED CIRCUIT
Fuel for idle and early part throttle flows from the bowl
through the primary high speed metering jet into the main
well. Fuel for the low speed circuit is supplied from the
main well.
At idle, the air floWing thru the carburetor must pass
around the nearly closed throttle valve and the bore of the
carburetor. Since this serves as a restriction to the flow of
air, the air velocity around the throttle valve and over the
idle port creates a low pressure area at the idle port. The
difference in pressure at the idle port and the fuel bowl
causes fuel flow from the idle port.
The idle circuit is an inverted "U" from the idle port into
the main well.
Fuel flows upward from the main well, through the idle
jet and is mixed with air entering through the primary idle
air bleed. The second air bleed is located in the bore of the
carburetor. The air/fuel mixture travels through the low
speed passage, past the idle transfer port which serves as
an additional air bleed during curb idle, to the lower port.
The idle adjusting screw controls the quantity of
discharge.
The idle port is located below the fuel level in the bowl.
The air bleeds also serve as vents to prevent syphoning of
fuel from the bowl.
As the throttle valve is opened slightly, the transfer ports
are exposed to manifold vacuum and discharge an ad
ditional amount of airlfuel mixture. Further opening of the
throttle valve increases air volume and velocity thru the
venturi. The air velocity across the tip of the nozzle lowers
the pressure at this point and the higher pressure in the
bowl fmces-fuel from the nozzle.
During opening of the throttle valve, a point is reached
when the low speed circuit diminishes and the high speed
circuit begins to deliver fuel from the main nozzle. This is
known as the transfer point.
A low float setting can cause a problem at the transfer
point as the high speed nozzle will not begin fuel delivery
at the correct time. Float setting plays its part in timing the
nozzle.
Port relation is the position of the throttle valve relative
to the idle port at curb idle. If port relation is not correct at
curb idle it will affect the transfer to the high speed circuit.
For proper idle and transfer. the bore of the carburetor
must be clean and free of all carbon deposits.

Anli-Diesling
Solenoid

CUT-AWAY VIEW
. The needle tipped end of the solenoid plunger enters
into a seat in the low speed circuit. When the ignition
switch is on, the solenoid is energized pulling the plunger
into the solenoid to open the low speed circuit. When the
ignition switch is turned off, the solenoid is de-energized
allowing the spring loaded plunger to move into its seat to
cut-off all fuel flow thru the low speed circuit.

•
THROTTLE RETURN SPRINGS
Dual throttle return springs are located on the throttle
shaft. Air velocity also assists throttle closure as both
primary and secondary throttle shafts and throttle valves
are slightly offset in the bore of the carburetor
Teflon bushings are used at both primary and sec
ondary throttle shaft journals along with teflon outer shaft
seals.

IDLE ADJUS-riNG SCREW "0" RING
ANTI-DIESEL SOLENOID
A solenoid is used to prevent dieseling.
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An "0" ring ;s used on the idle adjusting screw to
prevent any possibility of evaporative emissions or air
leakage.
To meet emission regulations the idle adjusting screw is
tamper-resistant.

•

DASH·POT

AlC THROTILE KICKER
A vacuum operated throttle kicker is used. When the air
conditioner is turned on, the diaphragm is activated to
open the throttle valve slightly.

....--Dash Pot

A dashpot is used on most 740 models to prevent
engine stalls during sudden braking from low speeds and
to lower emission levels caused by manifold flash.
At idle, manifold pressure is very low resulting in good
vaporization of the air fuel mixture. Manifold pressure
increases with throttle valve opening. This increase in
manifold pressure increases the boiling point of the liquid
which results in something less than 100% vaporization of
the air fuel mixture. During these periods of high manifold
pressures, some wet particles of fuel cling to the inside of
the intake manifold which is known as "wet manifold".
When the throttle valves are sUddenly closed, the mani
fold pressure goes back to a low pressure state. These
wet particles inside the intake manifold go back to a
vaporus state and are taken into the engine as a rich
mixture. This is known as manifold flash. Deceleration
from higher speeds gives the engine time to clear itself of
these rich mixtures, however, during deceleration at the
lower speeds, the engine doesn't have time to clear itself
of these rich mixtures and may stall. The dashpot retards
throttle closing the last few degrees, giving the engine
time to clear itself of these rich mixtures. It also eliminates
a sudden peak of hydro-carbon emissions on sudden
decelerations.
Extra throttle return spring or maladjustment can upset
the dashpot operation.

PRIMARY HIGH SPEED CIRCUIT
Fuel for part throttle and full throttle operation is sup
plied thru the primary high speed circuit, secondary idle
circuit and secondary high speed circuit.

Discharge
Nozzle

Emulsion
Tu be --;----:--7:::-;-.-:-~=--.H1

PRIMARY HIGH SPEED CIRCUIT

The 740 is an air bled design using an emulsion tube
that extends downward into the main high speed well. The
air bleed holes in the emulsion tube aerates the fuel before
leaving the high speed well.
Air velocity through the venturi causes a vacuum (low
pressure area) at the tip of the main high speed nozzle.
The higher pressure in the bowl forces fuel flow thru the
high speed circuit. Fuel flows from the fuel bowl through

the main jet, and into the main well. As the fuel moves up
through the main well it is mixed with air from the air bleeds
in the emulsion tube. Air to the emulsion tube is metered
by the high speed air bleed. To maintain the proper air/fuel
ratio, the amount of air bleed varies with venturi
depression.
When the engine is off, the high speed air bleeds serve
as anti-percolator passages.

•
•
PRIMARY POWER ENRICHMENT CIRCUIT

PRIMARY POWER ENRICHMENT
The primary power enrichment system is used to sup
ply extra fuel during heavy load conditions, high speed
operation.
These units use a diaphragm type power valve which is
controlled by manifold vacuum. Vacuum is supplied
through a passage from the base of the carburetor to the
power valve diaphragm.
During idle and light load conditions, manifold vacuum
is high enough to overcome the opposing power valve
spring tension, holding the power valve closed. Opening
the throttle valve to increase engine power output causes
a loss of manifold vacuum. When vacuum decreases to
the power valve spring specification, the spring forces the
diaphragm and diaphragm plunger inward, forcing the
power valve check ball off its seat. With the power en
richment circuit open, fuel flows through a metering orifice
to the primary main well to enrich the mixture:..
A leaky diaphragm would cause a rich condition. Serv
icing the power enrichment circuit includes proper c1ean
, ing and replacing the diaphragm assembly. The check ball
is not removeable.
8

Primary Bore

Secondary Bore

Transfer
Port

SECONDARY IDLE CIRCUIT
When the primary throttle valve opening reaches ap
proximately 45 degrees, the secondary throttle valve
starts to open. With the secondary idle transfer ports
exposed to manifold vacuum, an air/fuel mixture is dis
charged below the throttle valve to the intake manifold.
The secondary idle circuit is the same as the primary
idle circuit except for the second air bleed and the idle port.
No idle port or adjusting screw is used, only the transfer
port is used on the secondary side.

•

As the throttle opening and engine R.PM. are in
creased, the additional air flow causes a depression at the
tip of the secondary high speed nozzle. The higher pres
sure in the bowl causes the air/fuel mixture to be dis
charged from the nozzle. The secondary circuitry is the
same as the primary main high speed circuit.

Discharge
Check Ball
Intake
Check Ball

SECONDARY THROTTLE VALVE
ADJUSTMENT
The secondary throttle valve is adjusted to a constant
leak rate. This adjustment must be made with the car
buretor off the engine.

Air Bleed

Discharge
Port

L

Metering
Orifice i

SECONDARY POWER ENRICHMENT
The secondary side uses an air velocity operated
power enrichment system.
As the secondary throttle valve approaches wide open
position, air velocity across the discharge port creates a
low pressure area at the discharge opening, located in the
air horn.
The highe1t pressure in the bowl forces fuel from the
bowl through vertical passage which contains a pressed
in metering orifice. An air bleed at the top of the passage,
located in the air horn, is used to emulsify the fuel. to
deliver an air/fuel mixture from the discharge port.

a

PUMP CIRCUIT
The pump circuit is used to supply fuel during sudden
opening of the throttle at lower speeds.
When the throttle valves are opened suddenly, air flow
through the carburetor responds almost immediately. Fuel
being heavier than air, there is a short time lag before fuel
flow is sufficient to maintain the proper air/fuel ratio. The
mechanical action of the accelerating pump assures fuel
delivery immediately to the additional air flow.
The accelerating pump is on the primary side and ;s
mechanically operated from the primary throttle linkage.
The pump circuit consists of the pump diaphragm,
intake and discharge checks, pump jet, duration spring,
diaphragm return spring, bleed to the bowl and operating
cam and linkage.
When the throttle valve is opened, the diaphragm rod is
pushed inward, forcing fuel from the pump chamber into
the discharge passage. The fuel under pressure seats the
intake check ball, and forces the discharge check ball off
its seat to deliver fuel to the pump discharge nozzle. When
the throttle is closed, the discharge check ball is seated.
The intake check ball is pulled off its seat to draw fuel from
the bowl into the pump chamber.
The 740 model incorporates a fuel bleed from the pump
circuit back to the fuel bowl. This calibrates pump delivery
to the rate of throttle opening and engine requirements.
During slow opening of the throttle most fuel is returned to
the bowl. The amount of fuel returned to the bowl varies
with rate of throttle opening. The bleed also allows any
vapors in the pump chamber to return to the bowl and thru
the outside vent to the canister.
_ The duration of fuel flow from the pump jet is controlled
by the duration spring, size of the pump jet and fuel bleed.
Pump pUll over is eliminated as the pump jet is directed
straight down the bore of the carburetor. An air bleed is not
9

· necessary as there is no air velocity across the pump jet.
Trouble shooting the pump circuit should include a
thorough check of the intake and discharge checks, pump
diaphragm, duration spring and all linkage.
If the discharge check is not seating, air will be drawn
into the pump circuit during deceleration. If the intake
check is not seating some gas will be returned to the bowl
during acceleration. In either case, a hesitation would
result.
The discharge check and pump jet is removed or
replaced as an assembly. An "0" ring is used on the pump
jet assembly which is inserted into the pump discharge
passage. The unit can only be installed in one position as
the pump jet fits into a slot in the casting. The intake check
is not removeable.

shaft. The air velocity against the oft-set (long side) opens I
the valve the proper amount to allow the engine to
breathe.
Heat is used to cause mechanical movement of a
thermostatic coil, which is a bi-metal spring consisting of
two dissimilar metals bonded together, and sensitive to
changes in temperature. This spring is connected to the
choke lever.
Manifold vacuum is converted to mechanical move
ment by the use of a diaphragm connected by linkage to
the choke s'haft.
As the engine is cranked, air striking the oft-set portion
of the choke valve causes it to open a pre-determined
amount to allow the engine to breathe. When -the engine
starts, manifold vacuum is applied to the choke pUll-oft :
diaphragm which opens the choke valve a pre- I
determined amount to prevent over-rich mixtures. The
thermostatic coil is a direct indicator of temperature. As
the dual electric heaters located in the choke housing
warm-up the thermostatic spring, the choke begins to
open.
During the warm-up period, the choke valve is always in
a position relative to these three controlling factors. A
richer mixture is needed to accelerate dunng the warm-up
stage. During acceleration, a drop or loss of manifold
vacuum occurs reducing the pUll against the choke pull-oft
assembly. This in turn allows the choke to close slightly,
giving the needed richer mixture for acceleration.
To meet federal emission regulations the choke hous
ing is installed with "pop rivets".

DUAL STAGE AND CAM
The 740 uses a diaphragm, dual stage, cam operated
type accelerating pump. As the secondary valve starts to
open, the second stage gives pump delivery. On fast
acceleration, stage one and stage two is combined into
one long pump stroke.
For smooth operation and to prevent vibration wear, the
operating cam is contacted by a nylon roller located on the
pump arm.

TWO CHOKE VALVES
A choke valve is used in both the primary and sec
ondary sides. The secondary valve is operated by a link
from the choke shaft located on the primary side.

CHOKE CIRCUIT
The automatic choke circuit provides the mixture
necessary for quick cold engine starting and warm-up.
Three factors control the operation of the automatic
choke. They are: air velocity, heat and manifold vacuum.
Air velocity is used to create a mechanical movement of
the choke valve. The choke is mounted "oft-center" on its
10

INTEGRAL CHOKE PULL-OFF

C.RO ADJUSTMENT

The choke pull-off housing is integral with the choke
housing.

Proper choke pull-off adjustment is very important. Too
much choke pult-off will cause false starts, not enough will
result in a rich condition during the warm-up period.
This adustment must be made with the carburetor
removed, as there is no external vacuum passage. A
hand operated vacuum pump is required.

Choke Pull-off
Modulator Spring

Choke Pull-off

•

~

Chnke Pull-nil /
Diaphragm

Di?m Spring

~

/
Choke Pull-off
Housing

C.RO. VACUUM PASSAGE
The pump is inserted in the vacuum passage located in
the base of the carburetor.
The adusting screw may seem tight as an encapsulated
anerobic type adhesive is applied to the screw to prevent
an air leak.

EXPLODED VIEW CHOKE AND
CHOKE~PULL-OFF
Replacement of the choke pull-off consists of dia
phragm and diaphragm shaft.
A modulator spring is used on the choke pUll-off shaft to
improve driveability and economy by allowing the amount
of choke valve opening to vary with the torque of the
thermostatic spring. It gives a temporarily tighter closed
choke valve during the early stage of the warm-up period.
The choke uses dual electric PTe. (positive tempera
ture control) heaters, One is on at all times during engine
operation, the other is controlled by a thermostatic snap
disc which is open at approximately 49 degrees F and
closed at approximately 71 degrees F

OVER CENTER AND BREATHER
SPRING - CHOKE LEVER
An over center, positive closing choke spring is used.
When the choke moves over center it assists closing.
A choke breather spring is used on automatic trans
mission applications, This improves breathing during cold
engine starts as manifold vacuum overcomes the tension
of the spring, allowing the choke valve to open slightly.
The forked end of the plastic choke lever holds the tang
on the choke coil spring. The reverse wound choke spring
pushes the choke closed and then holds it open after
engine warm-up. The end of the choke coil must be
installed in the slot of the lever to avoid jamming the choke
mechanism.
Nylon bushings are used at the choke shaft.

FAST IDLE
During the warm-up period it is necessary to provide a
fast idle speed to prevent engine stall. This is accom
plished by a fast idle cam connected to the choke lever.
The fast idle adjusting screw on the throttle lever contacts
the -ast idle cam and prevents the throttle valve from
retuming to a normal warm engine idle position while the
choke is in operation.
A plastic cam, spring loaded to the "off" position is
located inside the choke housing. An added weight to the
cam assures drop off of the fast idle after engine warm-up.

CHOKE INDEX
There is no adjustment. When the plastic baffle in
sulator is installed, the thermostatic coil housing can only
be installed in one position.

sllille
Cam

UNLOADER
If the engine becomes flooded during cranking, the
choke valve may be opened manually to clean out ex
cessive fuel in the intake manifold. This is accomplished
by opening the throttle fully and engaging the starter. The
throttle lever rotates the unloader cam which contacts the
unloader tang and partially opens the choke valve.

EXPLODED VIEW
1 Fuel inlet filter
2 Screw & lockwasher (6) Air horn
3 Air horn assembly
4 Relainer-choke link seal
5 Electric choke cover assembly
6 Retaining ri ng-choke cover
7 Screw-choke cover retainer
8 Rivet (2) choke cover retainer
9 Screw (3) choke housing assembly
10 Dirt shield-choke housing
11 Choke housing assembly
12 Large bushing-Bumper spring
13 Spring-Bumper
14 Small bushing-Bumper spring
15 E-Clip-bushing retainer
16 D-ring-choke housing
17 Guide bushing
18 Diaphragm assembly-choke pull-oil
19 Plastic plug-adjusting screw
20 Screw (2) cover
21 Plug-Adjusling screw
22 Rivet-cover
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Diaphragm cover
Diaphragm spring
Air horn gasket
Fuel return check valve
Needle & seal assembly
Float pin
Float assembly
Secondary idle jet
Holder-Secondary idle jet
Secondary main well tube
Secondary air bleed
Primary air bleed
Primary main well lube
Holder-Primary idle jet
Nozzle assembly-accelerator pump discharge
Bowl ven1 seal
Plunger-Bowl vent seal
Spring-Seal plunger
Pump nozzle D-ring
Primary idle jet
Diaphragm assembly-Enrichment valve
Spring-Power enrichment valve diaphragm

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Power enrichment valve cover
Screw (3) cover
Spacer and gasket assembly
Gasket-Bowl vent solenoid
Bowl vent solenoi d
Diaphragm return spring
Diaphragm assembly-Accelerator pump
Pump diaphragm cover
Cover screw (4)
Plug-Idle mixture screw
Plastic plug-Idle mixture screw
Idle mixture adjustmenl screw
D-ring-Idle adjustment screw
Main body assembly
Solenoid gasket
Idle shut oil solenoi d
Screw (4) cover
Diaphragm cover
Throt1le Kicker diaphragm assembly
Diaphragm spring
Throttle Kicker assembly
Screw & lockwasher-Throttle Kicker
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ADJUSTMENTS
SECONDARY THROrrLE VALVE
Bend Here
To Adjust

Turn the secondary throttle adjusting screw until a gap
of .05 MM (.002) exists between the outer edge of the
secondary throttle valve and bore of carburetor.

Fast Idle
Screw

FLOAT SETTING
With the bowl cover inverted, the dimension from the
top of the floats (at outer end) to the bowl cover gasket
should be as specified. To adjust, bend the float tab that
contacts the needle.

CAM INDEX
With choke coil housing removed, place fast idle screw
on the middle step of the fast idle cam. Close choke valve
as far as possible without forcing and measure the dis
tance between the lower edge of the choke valve and the
wall of the air horn. Dimension should be as specified. To
adjust, bend the short arm (inside choke housing) as
necessary.

FLOAT DROP
With the bowl cover in an upright position, the dimen
sion from the bowl cover gasket to the bottom side of the
float (at outer end) should be as specified.

CHOKE PULL-OFF
With carburetor removed from the engine, remove the
choke coil housing. Apply 17" H.G., using a hand vacuum
pump hooked into the vacuum channel in the base of the
carburetor. Dimension from the down-stream edge of
choke valve to the wall of the air horn of the carburetor
should be as specified. To adjust, turn diaphragm adjust
ing screw as required.
14

ON CAR ADJUSTMENTS
IDLE ADJUSTMENT

Measure
~--Clearance

Adjust
Here

DASH POT ADJUSTMENT

FAST IDLE

Loosen lock nut and rotate to obtain specified clearance
between the dashpot stem (stem depressed) and throttle
lever pad. Tighten nut.

Place fast idle adjusting screw on second step of fast
idle cam. Follow procedure on emission decal and adjust
to specifications.
/

~

Throttle
Kicker

""Vacuum
Connection

THROTTLE KICKER
Unhook throttle kicker vacuum hose from solenoid and
attach to a hand vacuum pump. With NC clutch de
energized, and vacuum applied to throttle kicker, adjust to
specified RPM. Turning adjusting screw counter c1ock

wise will increase RPM. Throttle kicker should operate
when NC control is at maximum cooling and blower on
high. The kicker will also operate when the power steering
is turned sharply at·or near the full stop position. The NC
clutch will disconnect momentarily if the power steering is
loaded during engine idle.

15

BUILT TO MEET OR EXCEED O.E. SPECS.
ELECTRIC PUMP

IN-TANK ELECTRIC PUMP
eUsed with Throttle Body Injection
eCurrent draw - 4 amps
eContinuous delivery - 20 gph at 12 psi
eExcess fuel returned to tank

eWeight - 2 lb., 6 oz.
eRotary Vane design
ePressure Regulated
eNo inlet or outlet valves
e72 gph Free-Flow
eOperates at 160 temperature
e1/4" inlet and outlet fittings
eLift - 8'
eP4070 - 12 volt, 5 psi
eP4259 - 6 volt, 5 psi
eP4389 - 12 volt marine, 5 psi
eP4594 - 12 volt, 7 psi
0

MECHANICAL PUMP

eAluminum castings to dissipate heat
eLight weight
eChannel steel levers
eU nitized diaphrag m/shaftispring/seal
eResilient valves, self conforming to seat
eRolling-Loop diaphragm
eDelivers 45 gph with 4 psi restriction

12 VOLT IMPORT APPLICATIONS
eUniversal mounting bracket and hardware
eBayonet fittings for either 5/16" or 1/4" hose
eSingle screw for pressure adjustment
ePressure adjustable from 1-3/4 psi to 6 psi

IN-TANK ELECTRIC PUMP
eFor carburetor equipped vehicles
eCurrent draw - 1.4 amps
e20 gph at 4 psi
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CARTER-WEBER 740

CARTER THERMO·QUADTM

CARTER-WEBER TYF

CARTER AFB-AVS

CARTER YF-YFA

CARTER RBS

CARTER BBD 1-1/4"

CARTER BBS

